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a quick
introduction Hi there! I'm Bermarie Winston - wife, mom of two littles, and Owner/CEO of Blush + Whisk, an onlinebased bakery in Arlington, Texas. I've been baking sweet treats for as long as I can remember and decided
to take up cake decorating in the Spring of 2020. People quickly began requesting orders, and from there,
the business was born.

Blush + Whisk specializes in bringing a classic flavor in a modern, chic design. Our mission is to
encourage everyone we interact with to celebrate life - the big occasions and every moment in between.
So whether that's your bachelorette party or just the fact that you made it to the weekend, we've got a treat
for you and we'll cheers right along with you!
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Products

While we are a custom bakery, we offer additional products that we believe would benefit your
company, employees, and clientele.
Decorating Classes
Our cupcake and cookie classes are a hit for team building events and conferences. Our team brings
all of the supplies and tools so your team can focus on a good time. We will briefly go over the most
popular decorating techniques as we lead a hands-on demonstration and then assist your team in
putting their skills to the test! Each team member will get a swag bag with recipes, tools to keep
practicing, and a thank you cookie. Class length can be modified to fit your needs.
Custom Cookies
In addition to offering a variety of flavors, our sugar cookies can be customized with any theme,
design, or logo. These cookies make a perfect holiday gift for employees, thank you gift to clients
or colleagues, and even serve as marketing when designed with your company's logo. Cookies come
individually wrapped and heat sealed for freshness and gift wrapped with our signature blush
ribbon.
Care Packages
If you're interested in a variety box, we can customize a box of assorted treats in a care package for
your clients or associates. Treats can include drop cookies, cupcakes, brownies, macarons, and
more. Care packages are packaged in a white box with our signature blush ribbon and can be
customized with a personalized card.
Bulk Dessert Orders
Needing treats in large quantities for your next company-wide gathering? We've got you covered.
Just give us the date and number of servings needed and we can put together an array of mini
desserts to serve at your event. Treats include, but are not limited to, sugar cookies, cupcakes,
macarons, brownie bites, and more.
Gift Certificates
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Prices
Decorating Classes - $65/person for
a 90 minute class. Can be modified
for a condensed version

Sugar Cookies - $65/dozen or
$32.50 for 6 cookies

Care Package & Bulk Desserts
á la carte

Macarons - $2.5
Drop Cookies - $2.25
Mini Cupcakes - $1.80
Brownie Bites - $.80
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Brownies - $3.25
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Cupcakes - $3.50
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Sugar Cookies - $6
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Cakesicles - $8.50
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Place an Order
Attached to this email, you will find a downloadable order form so you can begin your order.
Please feel free to begin filling out the form. If you need assistance with your order or have any
questions, please reply to this email or give us a call at 817-382-0012.
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thank you so much

thank you so much
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